What's its focus? Work there spans quite a broad range, from developing mouse models for human cancers and pursuing new strategies for blocking HIV infection to mapping the Y chromosome and even generating enzymatic RNAs that might reflect the catalytic talents of our earliest ancestors. The Whitehead/MIT Center for Genome Research (said to be housed in a former popcorn and beer warehouse) is the largest federally funded player in the US part of the Human Genome Project. Researchers at the Whitehead have led the charge in constructing maps of the human and mouse genomes, and have made a significant contribution to the sequencing of the human genome.
When was it established?
In the early 1980s, businessman and philanthropist Jack Whitehead sold his medical instrumentation company and found himself with a good chunk of change in his pocket and a desire to establish a new kind of research institution. Whitehead shopped around until Nobel laureate David Baltimore, then at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, convinced him to set up a research institute that would be independently funded but affiliated with MIT's highly respected biology department. Whitehead donated $35 million to build and equip the institute and $100 million to an endowment fund -one of the largest gifts ever given in the US. When the Whitehead opened in 1982, Baltimore assumed the role of director. All members of the Whitehead faculty still retain their appointments with MIT.
How is it funded? The Whitehead's annual operating budget runs to $99 million. Of this, about $88 million is sponsored support, including from the Federal government; another $9 million comes from the institute's endowment funds. The large infusions of private money help give Whitehead researchers the freedom to be innovative, to create new technologies and explore novel research agendas that may not yet be ripe for federal funding. And when it comes to securing these generous donations, everyone does their share. The floors gleam and rumor has it that the researchers don ties whenever wallets walk through the Whitehead.
What is it like to work there? In a word, collegial -perhaps because of the floorplan. At Baltimore's behest, the institute building was constructed with the labs forming a series of interconnected rings around the outside of each floor, with the common facilities in the center. Spiral staircases link the lounges on every other level. The setup fosters face-to-face communication, as does the cafeteria (alleged to be the finest on campus). The number of staff is on the low side -a total of some 300 students, postdocs, visiting scientists and faculty -which supports a certain institutional intimacy. And absolutely everyone attends the annual retreat.
What's so special about the annual retreat? In the heady, early days, the institute would pack everyone off to some posh location on Cape Cod. Jack Whitehead himself would descend from his private helicopter and deliver his traditional pep talk, telling the assembled scientists that they were the most fabulously arrogant beings he'd ever had the pleasure to know. It gave everyone there the feeling of being part of something special -an elite institution in which everyone was the best. Although Jack Whitehead is no longer alive, and the retreats aren't quite so lavish, participants still come away with a better sense of how their work fits in with the overall research at the institute.
Why has it been so successful? Great people, great atmosphere and great gobs of cash. Money isn't everything, of course, but it does help to lure top scientists. And the Whitehead tends to keep five-star faculty once they've signed on. The institute also breeds talented, independent young scientists through its Whitehead Fellows program: a five-year, fully funded super-postdoc for the best and brightest. Several former fellows have been hired as faculty at the Whitehead.
What does the future hold? The spirit at the institute may not be quite the same as it was in the glory days when everyone at the Whitehead was king. But when Baltimore left in 1990, passing the mantle of command over to geneticist Jerry Fink, the faculty stayed put. Indeed, the institute grew, and continues to do so. In the end, it seems, Baltimore really did help to build something that was bigger than himself -no small feat.
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